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On the year that we celebrate our tenth anniversary, Boca do Lobo makes an awaited return to the London
Design Festival at Decorex with a dazzling stand and a specially curated selection of pieces.
Drawing inspiration from the arts and crafts movement, and Portuguese cultural heritage, and architectural landmarks, each of Boca do Lobo’s pieces has a special story to be told. Come and discover some of our
most iconic pieces and meet our designers, for a chance to get a unique insight into our collections and
pieces.

EQUATOR | GLOBE BAR

VENICE | MIRROR

EDEN SERIES| SIDE TABLES

EQUATOR | GLOBE BAR
An eye shut travel, back to the 16th century; epoch where the globe had a major role in the navigators’ lives
and was the main key to world exploration. Equator is full of “Portugal”: soul, navigators & discovery,
represented by the embossed hammered cooper and the elegant wood lines. The delicate and detailed
craftsmanship equals one unique jewelry piece. Mixing two necessities of the perfect lifestyle, traveling and
celebrating. Ideal for exclusive interiors, this exclusive piece of furniture can be placed at any living or
dining room giving it an elegant style providing a journey of pure comfort and relaxation.

VENICE | MIRROR
Mirrors are widely believed to have enchanting powers thanks to their ability to reflect light and show
appearance so precisely and incredibly. Through a passionate explosion of romance, drama the Venice
Mirror stirs emotion in anyone that catches its eye. Hand cut and carved by an experienced artisan who’s
passion for glasswork goes back as far as his childhood, the Venice represents Boca do Lobo’s ambition to
bring value to true craftsmanship through contemporary design.
EDEN SERIES | SIDE TABLES
The Eden Series isn't quite like anything seen before. Their organic shape a texture is influenced by trees
and flora, with their unique form achieved through several manual processes delivered by an experienced
team of craftsmen. Available in groups of 7, 8 or 15 pieces, the Eden Series offers a wide variety of combinations and adaptations to suit all kinds of interiors and settings.
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DIAMOND | WATCH WINDER

MILLIONAIRE | JEWERLY SAFE

MILLIONAIRE | JEWERLY SAFE
The small version of Boca do Lobo’s Millionaire Safe is perfect to keep your deepest secrets even more
secure. Whatever happens, Millionaire endures it all with the single aim of protecting what you value the
most: not only your watches – the luxury safe integrates watch winders - and jewels, but all your deepest
treasures, which will be unveiled only by time itself.
DIAMOND | WATCH WINDER
Valuable watches are like diamonds. Lapidated like these precious gems, Diamond watch winder was
sculpted from the finest materials in order to offer the perfect ambience to the most valued collector
watches while providing for the best care the sensitive mechanisms of automatic time pieces require.

ABOUT DECOREX
Decorex International is synonymous with luxury, and is internationally renowned for being THE event to
discover the very best, and most coveted products from our unrivalled collection of 400 hand-selected
exhibitors.
With a rich heritage of 38 years, Decorex’s long standing reputation has proven the test of time; growing
and evolving to remain exciting and innovative – and 2015 will be no different.
Taking place at the start of the London Design Festival, Decorex will once again be held in the grounds of
Syon House - the perfect backdrop for you to discover the future of luxury design.
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ABOUT US
Boca do Lobo’s emotional pieces are handmade in Portugal by talented artisans who use their
wisdom from years of experience to combine traditional manufacturing techniques with the latest
technological methods to shape the finest materials into furniture which gives rise to timeless
luxurious cosmopolitan environments.
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